Prayer
Concerns
June 1, 2022

New Updates are in bold type
No current update PRAISE
Home Bound

Bonnie Ellzey
Leon &
Bobbie Nell Guy
Ruth Wilkes
Assisted Living & Nursing Home
Jackie Harrelson

Chapman’s Room 408
256-397-1889 3701 Dadeville Road Alex City 35010

Peggy Moran

(Sue Harris & Sharon Traylor’s sister) Oak Park Nursing Home Opelika. serious health
problems, she is 88

Katie Porter

Dadeville HealthCare more good days than bad

Mike Weldon

Bill Nichols Veteran’s Home
Our Church & Staff

Bro Ben & Sonya
Hayes
Forrest & Caren
Jones
Austin & Katelin
Glass
Charlie & Michele
Kuykendall
Phillip Climer

Smooth closing Monday & traveling mercies for the move from Atlanta
as he serves as interim youth minister

Leadership Team
Youth Search
Committee

We need some resumes
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Members Needs
Maurice Berry

Doing about the same

Butch Clark

Went back to surgeon last Wednesday, he ordered a CT scan, results showed he was
better but put him back on antibiotics, gout is bad in both feet, rheumatologist pulled
fluid off ankle, steroid injection in joint, bloodwork, x-ray ankle, pain meds
still at Kim’s; Pray the muscle in Ann’s eye is not damaged; first surgery went well; still
waiting for double vision to improve; no change in eyes but slow healing process, back to
doctor in June; great attitude & determined to move on
Surgery for lateral ligament repair; traded boot for ankle brace, continuing PT; please pray
for a full recovery
Prostate cancer, Pete got a great report, PSA was down to 15

Wayne & Ann
Davis
Austin Glass
Pete & Sue
Harris
Christy Harrison

Bill &
Jan Holland
Jerry Hughes
Mike Kilgore
Margaret
Matthews
Meg Melton

breast cancer metastasized to lymph nodes & lungs, stage 4, chemo every 3 weeks; great
results from scan, spots in lungs not visible, those in lymph nodes reduced by 50%, got a
good report from all her scans…heart, liver, kidneys all good; doing good after chemo
last Thursday
Surgery on melanoma spot on his head went well Tuesday, now waiting for the lab
results to come back, Jan CDIF for the 5th time, fecal transplant will be June 9th
results of tests were good, no major issues, scheduled for blood work & tests to
check circulation in hand
MRI showed no damage to the liver & kidneys, still has issues with the pancreas but it is
no longer inflamed, taking another round of steroids for 3 months to control the disease
congestive heart failure
Doing good

Danny Penza

Home, has a “sore” that is not healing

Brucile Peoples

shot to relive pain in SI joint in hip yesterday, planning to schedule another
epidural in a couple of weeks to help with pain from 2 collapsed disks in lower
back, then next step would be back to Dr. Hadley
Back to Dr. yesterday, stomach cramps from meds she was taking for spider bite so
changed meds
Hernia repair surgery went well, she is home recovering

Holly Robinson
Carly Smith
Jerry Strickland
Robert &
Joann Vaughn
Agnes Wages
Gordon &
Marcia Ware
Chipper
Washburn
Diane Wheeler
Marcia Wright

in B’ham at Jenny’s; got a great report from the doctor, she is doing better than normal,
they have to be out of the house by June 22nd, their plan is to be out the week before
Brownie’s Parents, Robert has Lewy Body dementia
please pray for Joann as caretaker
LMCH Tuesday, she had a small stroke, having trouble with her right arm & leg but
her mind is clear, she will need rehab but not sure where that will be
Gordon has multiple health issues
pray for Marcia as caretaker
will need value replaced; open heart surgery scheduled for June 6th
Parkinson’s Disease; all her symptoms are the after effects of COVID & it could take 6
months for it to get out of her system; she is eating better and has gained a little weight
Heart cath showed 3 blockages, surgery went well, home, please pray for her recovery, it
is a painful process
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Special Requests
“Wayne” Allen

stage 4 lung cancer, Hospice Linda M’s brother

Annabelle
Ashworth
Derick Beckham

Rare form of cancer, currently having chemo to shrink the tumor in her stomach so they
can remove it surgically
Heart surgery today went well, please pray for his recovery Forrest

Bill Black

Open heart surgery went well, please pray for his recovery

Austin Carter

Car accident, liver levels are fine, he will be in a neck brace for a couple of months
but discharged from hospital Monday
Busko’s nephew colon & liver cancer; in Mexico for alternative treatment til the end of the
month

Glenn Carver
Marie Clinton
Wanda Coker
Dick Conway

Patrick Cox
(Robin)
Jeff &
Mildred East
Kristie Garduno

Ann Gould’s Mother (works for Carol Sellers) stroke Friday night, at Jackson Hospital,
no use of right arm & hand; will be transferred to Lanier Hospital in the Valley for
rehab
doctor did not release her to go back to work at last check-up
Mary Belser’s brother facing several health issues: surgery to remove kidney went well,
doctor thinks he got all the cancer; home recovering; results from lab work showed
kidney numbers elevated to 3, will recheck in 2 weeks, if no change will refer to
kidney specialist; mammogram of left breast scheduled this week; another hand
surgery to remove growths & cataract surgery at a later date
Back surgery went well, they put a plate & 12 screws in his back; will be on oral
antibiotics twice a day for a year; back to surgeon first of June Hawkin’s son-in-law
Jeff cancer on his lip was not melanoma, MOHS procedure; stitches out today
Jean Gravette’s brother & sister-in-law; Mildred Breast cancer; finished radiation; started
half dose of cancer meds, doing ok other than very tired, back to oncologist in 3 months
(August) live in MA
biopsy showed cancer but it is not in the lymph nodes; aggressive fast growing, will need
chemo & radiation Sue Weldon’s daughter

Nita Garrett

Yvonne’s sister

Zack Godwin
Baron Gregg

70’s Tumor or cyst on liver, biopsy showed no cancer cells just infection; home with pain
meds Mary Belser
Open heart surgery went well, pray for recovery Brenda Hughes’ cousin

Mark Hannah

Russel Medical Center running tests Holly Robinson

Ronny &
Rhonda Hardy
Betty Harper

(Jean, Ronny’s Mom) Ronny is home; Rhonda is doing rehab at home, Dorothy Holdridge

Bill Harper
Claire Hinkle
Walter Hollin

Bethany House doing ok, good days & bad days

Brenda Payne’s Mama had a stroke, doing rehab at home; feeling better on new
antibiotic but still weak pray for her family as caretakers
pancreatic cancer, tumor wrapped around major artery in stomach; radiation treatments
at MD Anderson Mike Kilgore
Wanda Coker’s Mother EAMC, fractured spine, possible surgery Dorothy Holdridge

Jessica Hudson

Rachel Climer’s Dad cancer, chemo has made him really weak, he has good days & bad
days, follow up appointment in early June; pray specifically this treatment will get all the
cancer or God would heal him
Shannon Dark’s mom; cancer; treatments not working, so she stopped them; now has a
tumor on her spine that is causing pain, doing a few treatments to alleviate pain
Cosby’s daughter, in remission. Please pray she stays in remission.

McKenzie Huey

Kidney stones, still has not passed, tests to find out what is going on Huey’s g’daughter

Jason Hughes

Jerry & Brenda’s son Put stent in widow maker; heart is functioning at 30% but hoping to
get it up to 60%; working part time; heart functioning up to 40%
Still don’t know what is wrong with his pancreas

Donna Hornsby

Shannon Hughes
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Karson Hughes

Dan Morrison

Sonya’s great-nephew; brain tumor, removed 85% of grade 4 tumor Aug 26th, Chemo
cycle 6 of 7 in progress; numbers are stable, please pray they stay that way so they can
plan a special 10th birthday for him June 4th Swelling around optic nerve still there;
lumbar puncture test last week to determine next step
You can follow them on Facebook “Karson’s Journey”
Karson Hughes 1811 Poplar Ave. Apt. 401 Memphis, TN 38104
Sue Weldon’s sister-in-law kidney problems, put in 2 stents, another procedure that will
prevent having to go on dialysis if it works; pray for her to make the right decision
pancreatic cancer Mike Kilgore

Bryce Patten

13 yrs. old leukemia, on maintenance chemo that will last at least a year June C.

Barbara Patton

septic, diabetic, on dialysis, buildup of fluid in lungs; moved to Bethany House & stopped
dialysis, pray for her family , especially her daughter Stacey Wayne Daugherty’s Aunt
pancreatic cancer; she will continue chemo in Montgomery because tumor has shrunk &
markers have decreased from 6000 to 1000, back to MDA in 4-6 months (Aug. 4 mo.) & if
no change she will start radiation there Belinda’s cousin
Cahoon’s daughter fell, broke wrist, elbow, femur & shattered hip; released by the
doctor, back to work June 1st, will be on a cane until she builds up strength
macular degeneration; iron pills for anemia; back to retina specialist in 6 weeks for tests

Regina McGinty

Shelia Rigsby
Schonda Roberts
Margaret
Robinson
Nellie Roberts
Dot Vickers
Jimmy Vickers
Maxine Wallis

Rosby Warnock
Sue Weldon
Jamari Williams
Family

Lesa’s Mom nursing home Hospice; kidney failure, no dialysis, only functioning at 12%;
admitted to hospital for congestive heart failure, back at nursing home holding her own,
pray for peace and comfort
tumor on spine, possibly malignant; tumor is in a really bad spot to operate, they are
going to recheck in a month (beg. of June) Gayle Huff
60 Dot’s son long term rehab was in jail, had a stroke, now at EAMC
Jerilyn’s Mom is 90, fell & broke 2 ribs, rehab for 2 weeks, doing well & will be released
June 2nd to go back to Assisted Living, she has been in the Memory Care part with
Jerilyn’s Dad but she is not well enough to help him due to his advanced
Alzheimer’s; please pray they adjust to this huge transition
2 yr. old, cancer; removed large tumor from chest mid-October after chemo; continuing
chemo as a precaution, making him very sick Ann A.
fell & broke her foot, still in boot, small bone in foot has moved which could mean
surgery, back in 4 weeks end of June; back to oncologist (2 yrs. in Aug.)
Junior from DHS passed away, He & his Mom were in a car accident; Mom moved to
Dadeville Healthcare, can respond with her eyes
Missionaries/Military and their Families

Baker’s

London

Conways

Missionaries in Kushan Will & Matt Families Mary Belser

Daniel & Jessica
Riuz
Adam & Charli
Spates
Randy White

Joani & Tom’s daughter Liberia

Brittany Yonzon

Urban Nations Outreach NY

Nicaragua
XMA

Please continue to pray for
your “one” and all the lost &
unchurched
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